This paper presents a scalable method for parallel symbolic reachability analysis on a distributed-memory environment of workstations. Our method makes use of an adaptive partitioning algorithm which achieves high reduction of space requirements. The memory balance is maintained by dynamically repartitioning the state space throughout the computation. A compact BDD representation allows coordination by shipping BDDs from one machine to another, where different variable orders are allowed. The algorithm uses a distributed termination protocol with none of the memory modules preserving a complete image of the set of reachable states. No external storage is used on the disk; rather, we make use of the network which is much faster.
Introduction
This paper presents a scalable parallel algorithm for reachability analysis that can handle very large circuits.
Reachability analysis is known to be a key component, and a dominant one, in model checking. In fact, for large classes of properties, model checking is reducible to reachability analysis [3] ; most safety properties can be converted into state invariant properties (ones that do not contain any temporal operators) by adding a small state machine (satellite) that keeps track of the temporal changes from the original property. The model checking can be performed "on-the-fly" during reachability analysis. Thus, for safety properties, verification is possible if reachability analysis is possible. An efficient method for model checking these kind of properties is one where the memory bottleneck is the reachable state space.
There is constant work on finding algorithmic and data structure methods to reduce the memory requirement bottlenecks that arise in reachability analysis. One of the main approaches to reducing memory requirements is symbolic model checking. This approach uses Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [4] to represent the verified model. However, circuits of a few hundreds of state variables may require many millions of BDD nodes; this often exceeds the computer memory capacity.
There are several proposed solutions to deal with the large memory requirements by using parallel computation. Several papers suggest replacing the BDD with a parallelized data structure [11, 1] . Stern and Dill [10] show how to parallelize an explicit model checker that does not use symbolic methods. Other papers suggest reducing the space requirements by partitioning the work into several tasks [5, 9, 8] . However, these methods do not perform any parallel computation. Rather, they use a single computer to sequentially handle one task at a time, while the other tasks are kept in an external memory. Our work is similar, but we devised a method to parallelize the computation of the different tasks. Section 7 includes a more detailed comparison with [5] and [8] .
Our method parallelizes symbolic reachability analysis on a network of processes, with disjoint memory, that communicate via message passing. Its main characteristics are:
An adaptive cost function, used in partitioning the memory representation, results in small, balanced slices with small redundancy. This significantly increases the size of the overall state space that can be handled by the reachability analysis.
Balance is initially obtained by iteratively partitioning the largest slice into two smaller ones, until slices are obtained. Balance is maintained throught the whole computation by pairing large slices with small ones and re-slicing their union in a balanced way. Re-slicing of different pairs is performed in parallel.
Termination of the reachability analysis is detected, with none of the processes preserving the complete image of the reachable states.
A compact and efficient BDD representation is used to allow BDDs to be passed between processes using store, send and restore operations. Furthermore, the processes do not have to use the same BDD variable order when passing BDDs between themselfes.
¯No external storage is used on the disk. Rather, we make limited use of the network, which is much faster.
Next, we describe our method in more detail. The state space on which the reachability analysis is performed is partitioned into slices, where each slice is owned by one process. The processes perform a standard Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm on their own slices. However, the BFS algorithm used by a process can discover states that do not belong to the slice it owns (called non-owned states). When non-owned states are discovered, they are sent to the process that owns them. As a result, a process only requires memory for storing the reachable states it owns, and for computing the set of immediate successors for these states. As can be seen by the experimental results in Section 6, communication is not the bottleneck. We can thus conclude that usually, the number of non-owned states found by a process is small.
Computation on a single slice of a set usually requires less memory than computation on the whole set. Thus, this method enables the reachability analysis of bigger models than those possible using regular non-parallel reachability analysis. Furthermore, applying computation in parallel reduces execution time. In practice, doing computation sequentially makes partitioning useless because of the large execution time.
Effective slicing should significantly increase the size of the overall state space that can be handled. This is not trivial since low memory requirements of BDDs are based on sharing among their parts. Our slicing procedure is therefore designed to avoid as much redundancy as possible in the partitioned slices. This is achieved by using an adaptive cost function that chooses slices with small redundancy for each partitioning, while making sure that the partition is not trivial. Experimental results show that our slicing procedure results in significantly better slicing than those obtained by fixed cost functions (e.g, [5, 8] ).
Memory balance is another important factor in making parallel computation more effective. Balance obtained by the initial slicing may be destroyed as more reachable states are found by each process. Therefore, balancing is dynamically applied during the computation. During the entire computation, our memory balance procedure keeps the memory requirement more or less the same for the diferent processes.
Our method requires passing BDDs between processes, both for sending non-owned states to their owners and for balancing. For this purpose, we developed a compact and efficient BDD representation as a buffer of bytes. This representation enables different variable orders in the sending and receiving processes.
We implemented our technique on a loosely-connected distributed environment of workstations, embedded it in a powerful model checker RuleBase [2] , and tested it by performing reachability analysis on a set of large benchmark circuits. Compared to execution on a single machine with 512MB memory, the parallel execution on 32 machines with 512MB memory uses much less space, and reaches farther when the analysis eventually overflows. Our slicing algorithm achieves a linear memory reduction factor with 40-60% efficiency, which is maintained throughout the analysis by the memory balancing protocol. The timing breakdown shows that the communication is not a bottleneck with our approach, even using a relatively slow network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the main algorithm. Section 3 discusses the slicing procedure and Section 4 suggests several possible optimizations. The 
Parallel Reachability Analysis
Computing the set of reachable states is usually done by applying a Breadth First Search (BFS), starting from the set of initial states. In general, two sets of nodes have to be maintained during the reachability analysis:
1. The set of nodes already reached, called reachable. This is the set of reachable states discovered so far, which becomes the set of reachable states when the exploration ends.
2. The set of reached but not yet developed nodes, called new.
The right-hand-side of Figure 1 gives the pseudo-code of the BFS algorithm. The parallel algorithm is composed of an initial sequential stage and a parallel stage. In the sequential stage, the reachable states are computed on a single node as long as memory requirements are below a certain threshold. When the threshold is reached, the algorithm described in Section 3 slices the state space into slices. Then it initiates processes. Each process is informed of the slice it owns and of the slices owned by each of the other processes. The process receives its own slice and proceeds to compute the reachable states for that slice in iterative BFS steps.
During a single step, each process computes the next set of states that are directly reached from the states in its new set. The next set contains owned, as well as non-owned, states. Each process splits its next set according to the slices and sends the non-owned states to their corresponding owners. At the same time, it receives the states it owns from other processes.
The reachability analysis procedure for one process is presented on the left-hand-side of Figure 1 . Lines 1-3 describe the setup stage: the process receives the slice it owns and the initial sets of states it needs to compute from. The rest of the procedure is a repeated iterative computation until distributed termination detection is reached. Notice that the main difference between the two procedures in Figure 1 is the modification of the set next in lines 6-7 as the result of communication with the other processes.
The parallel stage requires an extra process called the coordinator. This process coordinates the communication between the processes, including exchange of states, dynamic memory balance, and distributed termination detection. However, the information does not go through the coordinator and is exchanged directly between the processes.
In order to exchange non-owned states, each process sends to the coordinator the list of processes with which it needs to communicate. The coordinator matches pairs of processes and instructs them to communicate. The pairs exchange states in parallel and then wait for the coordinator that may match them with other processes. Matching continues until all communication requests are fulfilled. A process that ends its interaction may continue to the next step, without waiting for the rest of the processes to complete their interaction.
Balancing the Memory Requirement
One of the objectives of slicing is to distribute an equal memory requirement amongst the nodes. Initial slicing of the state space is based on the known reachable set at the beginning of the parallel stage. This slicing may become inadequate as more states are discovered during reachability analysis. Therefore the memory requirements of the processes are monitored at each step; whenever they become unbalanced, a balance procedure is executed. The coordinator matches those processes that have a large memory requirement with processes that have a small one. Each pair re-slices the union of their two slices, resulting in a better balanced slicing. The pair uses the same procedure that is used to slice the whole state space (described in Section 3) with
¾.
After the balance procedure is completed, the pair informs the other processes of the new slicing.
Termination Detection
In the sequential algorithm, termination is detected when there are no more undeveloped states (i.e., new is empty) In the parallel algorithm, each process can only detect when new is empty in its slice. However, a process may eventually receive new states even if at some step its new set is temporarily empty.
The parallel termination detection procedure starts after the processes exchange all nonowned states. Each process reports to the coordinator whether its new set is non-empty. If all the processes report an empty new set, the coordinator concludes that termination has been reached and reports this to all the processes.
Boolean Function Slicing
Model checking uses several states sets and a transition relation between these sets. In symbolic computation these are represented as Boolean functions. This representation becomes large when the sets are big. To reduce memory requirements we can partition a set into smaller subsets whose union is the whole set. This partition, or slicing, should have smaller memory requirements. Furthermore, the subsets should be disjoint in order to avoid duplication of work when doing reachability analysis. Since sets are represented as Boolean functions, slicing is defined for those functions. 
The Ë functions define the slices of the state space and we refer to them as slices.
Reducing memory requirements depends on the choice of the slices Ë ½ Ë . Specifically, when representing functions as BDDs, the memory requirement of a function , denoted , is defined as the number of BDD nodes of . Thus slicing a function into two functions ½ and ¾ may not necessarily reduce the requirements. BDDs are compressed decision trees where pointers are joined if they refer to the same subtree (see Figure 2 for a BDD example). This causes significant sharing of nodes in the Boolean function (for example node 4 in Figure 2 ). As a result of this sharing, a poor choice of Ë ½ Ë ¾ may result in ½ , and also ¾ . Finding a good set of slices is a difficult problem. A possible heuristic approach to solving this problem is to find a slicing that minimizes ½ . However, as the results of our experiments in Section 6 show, a better approach is slicing that additionally minimizes the sharing of BDD nodes amongst the functions ½ .
Slicing a Function in Two: SelectVar
Our slicing algorithm, SelectVar, slices a Boolean function (a BDD) into two, using assignment of a BDD variable. The algorithm receives a BDD , and a threshold AE. It selects one of the BDD variables Ú and slices into Ú Ú, and Ú Ú. Figure 2 shows an example of this kind of slicing where the function is sliced using variable Ú ½ into ½ and ¾ .
The cost of such a slicing is defined as: The Ú · Ú factor gives an approximate measure of the amount of sharing of BDD nodes between Ú and Ú (e.g., node 4 in Figure 2 ), and therefore reflects the redundancy in the partition.
The cost function depends on a choice of ¼ « ½. An « ¼ means that the cost function completely ignores the reduction factor, while « ½ means that the cost function completely ignores the redundancy factor. Our algorithm uses a novel approach in which « is adaptive and its value changes in each application of the slicing algorithm, so that the following goals are achieved: (1) the size of each slice is below the given threshold AE, and (2) redundancy is kept as small as possible.
Initially, the algorithm attempts to find a BDD variable which only minimizes the redundancy factor (« ¼), while reducing the memory requirements below the threshold (i.e., Ñ Ü´ ½ ¾ µ AE). If such a slicing does not exist the algorithm increases « gradually allowing more re-
The threshold is used to guarantee that the partition is not trivial, i.e., it is not the case that AE and the redundancy is small, it is very likely that the other slice is approximately of size AE.
The pseudo code for the algorithm SelectVar´ AEµ, is given in Figure 3 . We set ËÌ È Ñ Ò´¼ ½ ½ µ and AE , where is the number of overall slices we want to achieve. Instead of gradually increasing «, it is possible to find the best « by binary search. For a model with a large number of BDD variables, and large , this improvement is essential in making our method efficient.
Our slicing procedure is different from those of [9, 5] in that we use adaptive «, and put a lot of emphasis on obtaining small redundancy. Since cost functions are computed in parallel, we can allow them to be computed more precisely, thus achieving more finely tuned slicing. The comparison to fixed « as suggested in [9, 5] is given in Figure 4 .
Slicing a Function into Slices
Recall that SelectVar may result in two unbalanced slices that are approximately of sizes AE and AE. When we aim at a partition of slices, we therefore use AE and repeatedly slice the largest slice, until slices are obtained. In this way we obtain a balanced partition.
Optimizing the SelectVar Procedure
SelectVar´ AEµ selects a state variable Ú and uses it to split a set into two sets:
Ú and Ú. Recall that the algorithm attempts to satisfy two conditions; the size of both resulting sets is at most AE, and the redundancy is minimized.
The efficiency of this algorithm and its success in meeting the conditions are crucial factors in the efficiency of the whole scheme, especially when the number of processes increases. In this section, we observe that the algorithm can be improved in several ways.
The main observation in improving the slicing procedure is that the split of which best meets the conditions, might not be achieved using a single variable. Indeed, it was previously suggested that the algorithm can achieve better results by the choice of a general function which determines two sets: and [9] . However, since there is an exponential number of candidates for , trying them all will take too much time. In the rest of this section we develop heuristics which help to choose a "good" while keeping a reasonable complexity for the choice.
We construct iteratively as follows. In what follows, we describe the ways to use the above observation. These are a set of heuristics that we found to be effective (see Figure 4 ). There are several configurable parameters which appear in the description of the heuristics, and which we currently set in our implementation using a trial-and-error methods. Optimization 1. The general construction of a splitting function , as described above is called by SelectVar´ AEµ in several cases. First, when a splitting variable BestVar which satisfies the conditions is found, we call ImprovingSplit which applies the construction with BestVar as a base function, in an attempt to further improve the cost. Other cases were ImprovingSplit( ,BestVar) is called accur when a splitting variable which meets the conditions can not be found, and the algorithm is forced to increase «. In these cases, the base function for the construction, namely BestVar is the variable which achieved the best cost up to this point. This may be viewed as an attempt by SelectVar to find a function which meets the conditions while « (and thus the redundancy) is still small.
Unfortunately, the complexity of the latter optimization is very high. We therefore do not apply it every time « is increased, but rather at certain intervals in the value of «. Instead, when we are about to increase « we apply the following, cheaper heuristic. Optimization 2. We choose a small number Ð of the best variables found so far and send them as inputs to the general construction of the splitting function. This time, we use each variable only once: we start with the best one, add the second best, etc. If any of the Ð ½ resulting functions meet the conditions -we are done. Otherwise, if the functions differ from those found at the end of the previous iteration of SelectVar, they are added to the existing list of variables.
This increases the input to the next iteration of SelectVar by Ð ½ functions which have a high potential for becoming good slicers.
When « is very small, choosing slicing functions according to the cost might be misleading.
In this case, the trivial slicing into a part which gets it all and a part which gets nothing is common, although this choice promises no progress from the point of view of SelectVar. We thus attempt to reduce the size of the slices, even paying when a somewhat increased redundancy, as follows.
Optimization 3. (Only very small «)
We choose the best splitting variable so far, and iteratively add more variables according to the general construction of the slicing function. However, this time we first select those variables for which the resulting function strictly decreases the size of the slices. Only then, out of those variables selected, we choose the one for which the slicing function achieves a minimal cost.
Efficient Transfer of BDDs
As described in Section 2, processes periodically exchange BDDs during reachability analysis. Reducing the size of data transferred is especially important because of the relativly slower latency of movement data across the network, as compared to other process operations. Two utility functions are used: bdd2msg translates a BDD into a more compact msg data and msg2bdd translates the msg data back to a BDD after it has been transferred. The purpose of bdd2msg is to serialize the BDD structure in order for it to be suitable for raw buffer transfer. The reduction achieved is 50% of the size of the original BDD. The msg data is a sequence of records. Each msg record has four fields: An index for that record (symbolic pointer), denoted as Sid. The variable ID of the record is denoted as Xid. An Sid for the record left successor, and an Sid for its right successor. The index field indicates the record location in the msg data. The records ZERO and ONE have special indexes.
bdd2msg traverses the nodes of BDD in Depth First Search (DFS) order. It creates the corresponding msg records from the leaves upwards. Every time it creates a new msg record, it increments an index, which serves as the Sid for that record. The relationship between the actual BDD node pointer and the corresponding Sid is recorded in a dictionary. Thus, when a pointer to a BDD node is encountered for the second time, the pointer is replaced by the Sid taken from the dictionary. Because the records are created in DFS order, we are ensured that every time a new record needs to be created, the Sids for its left and right successors are already in the dictionary. msg2bdd traverses the msg records sequentially from start to end. It creates the corresponding BDD nodes one by one as it traverses the data. Since the created BDD might have a different variable order than the original one, it is not possible to use the pointers in the msg record 'as is'. Instead, Shannon expansion is used to create the corresponding BDD node from the record. Thus, the Xid data does not have to be in the same order as in the original BDD. The relationship between the Sid and the corresponding pointer of the BDD node is again recorded in a dictionary. Thus, when an Sid of a record is encountered as a left or right successor of another record, the Sid of the successor can be replaced by the BDD pointer in the dictionary. Because of the way msg is organized, we are ensured that every time a new node needs to be created, the pointers for its left and right successors are already in the dictionary.
Since the processes use dynamic reordering while performing computation, it is necessary to allow two processes to transfer a BDD, even if they do not have the same BDD variable orders. In this case, it is not possible to simply replace an Sid of a successor by a BDD pointer. Instead, Shannon expansion is used to create the BDD node from the record. Such transformation is possible due to the fact that the Xids remain constant throughout the computation.
When the processes start to run, they first build an Xid dictionary for each BDD variable. The msg data that is transferred between processes is based on the Xids from that dictionary, and not on the current process variable order. Thus the interpretation of the transferred msg data does not depend on the current variable order of any of the processes.
Remark: The transferred BDD is compressed by the restrict operator described in [6] , using the slice of the receiving process as the restricting domain. Non-owned states can be treated as don't-cares to achieve the compression. The receiving process is required to conjunct the BDD with its slice after reconstructing the BDD.
Experimental Results
In this section we report initial performance results achieved using our approach. We implemented our partitioned BDD and embedded it in an enhanced version of McMillan's SMV [7] , of the IBM Haifa Research Laboratory [2] .
Our parallel testbed includes 32 RS6000 machines, each consisting of a 225MHz PowerPC processor and 512MB memory. The communication between the nodes consists of a 16Mbps token ring. The nodes are non-dedicated; i.e., they are mostly workstations of employees who would often use them (and the network) at the same time that we ran our experiments.
We experimented using five of the largest circuits we found in the benchmarks ISCAS89 +addendum'93. We also used two large examples (BIQ and ARB) which are components in the IBM Gigahertz processor. The characteristics of the seven circuits are given in Figure 5 .
Slicing Results
The success of our slicing algorithm is a crucial factor in the efficiency of the parallel execution. This success is indicated by two parameters of the obtained partition: the redundancy, which is the ratio between the overall size of the slices and the original reachable size, and the memory reduction, which is the ratio between the original reachable size and the largest slice in the partition. Figure 4 presents the slicing results of reachable sets for four slicing methods. To show phenomena which appear only towards large numbers of slices, results in Figure 4 are given for ½ , ¿¾, , and ½¿¼ slices. The slicing algorithms are invoked when the size of the reachable set exceeds a threshold of 100,000 BDD nodes.
The first method selects the variable which achieves the biggest memory reduction as a slicing function. In algorithm SelectVar this corresponds to choosing « ½. The second method is the same as that used in Cabodi et. al. [5] . This corresponds to choosing the splitting variable with the best fixed «. The third method is the one presented in Section 3, which adapts « to select the partition with minimal redundancy. The fourth method includes the optimizations described in Section 4, so that splitting is carried out using a general function. The table shows that the average increase in the memory reduction which can be attributed to our optimizations (adapting « and choosing a general splitting function), is 25%, 22%, 18%, and 10% for slicing into 130, 65, 32, and 16 parts, respectively. We conclude that these optimizations become more important as the level of slicing increases. This proves that the key to better slicing when the number of slices increases is to opt for lower duplication, which is the base orientation for our optimizations. The average memory reduction factor achieved over our benchmark suit for slicing into 130 slices, is more than 55. We expect the results to improve for high slicing levels when a larger threshold is chosen. The reason for that is the threshold per slice, ½¼¼ ¼¼¼ ½¿¼ ¼ in our experiments may be too small. On the other hand, efficiency dictates an earlier split when the bottleneck is the complexity of the slicing algorithm or the resources required by the initial sequential stage.
Parallel Reachability -Space Reduction
We now present the results for reachability analysis of the benchmark suite using our 32 machine testbed. Figures 6 to 12 summarize the memory usage, giving the reachable size and peak usage for every step. Each of the graphs compares the memory usage in the single-machine execution to that of the parallel system. For the parallel system we give both the average and the highest memory utilization for any of the machines. The graphs show that scalability is obtained due to the performance of the slicing algorithm, which achieves a good memory reduction. Using parallel execution the circuits which overflow always reach a farther step than when using the single-machine. Figure 11 shows the analysis process for circuit BIQ which safely reaches step 32 with parallel execution. BIQ only reaches step 22 with the single machine execution.
One of the crucial factors in the success of the parallel reachability scheme is the dynamic memory balancing, which is in charge of maintaining the "accomplishments" of the slicing algorithm. The ratio of worst to average space usage in the graphs indicates that our dynamic load balancing algorithm successfully prevents extreme imbalance.
Note that the measures on peak size are subject to the garbage collection (gc) scheduling policy. This explains the phenomena that appears, for example, in Figure 7 , where the reachable set shrinks while the peak remains very high. Figure 13 gives the timing breakdown for reachability analysis on the benchmark suit. This table provides information regarding the ratio of computation (compute) to communication (exchange) and memory balancing (balance) in our scheme. The table shows that the overall picture is fairly balanced. In other words, the table shows that communication is not a bottleneck in our algorithm, despite the fact that we use a relatively slow network.
Parallel Reachability -Timing and Communication

Comments on Related Work
In this section we discuss the improvements of our algorithm over the reachability analysis algorithms presented in [5, 8] . Their algorithms slice the computation, but do not parallelize it. We also summarize the special consideration needed for parallel implementation.
The slicing suggested in [5] is more general than that in [8] . However, as shown in Section 6 above, its effectiveness is limited to a small number of slices. The adaptive « and the general slicing functions used by our algorithm proved scalability and worked well even with 130 slices. Experimental results show that the the impact of our optimizations increases with the level of slicing.
Balancing the memory requirements among slices during computation increases the overall reduction. The algorithm in [8] does not include any balancing. The balancing suggested by [5] constantly increases the number of slices. Our balancing method keeps the number of slices fixed, while successfully maintaining the work balanced. This is important when the network size is fixed.
At the end of each step, [5] and [8] write the sets reachable and new to the disk. These sets are obtained for the slice under consideration. We use the network (which is much faster) to send only the non-owned part of new, which is relatively small.
In [8] the authors comment that they believe their algorithm can be parallelized. This, however, is not immediate. In order to exploit the full power of the parallel machinery, we had to adapt the BFS for asynchronous computation. We coordinated and minimized communications, avoided unnecessary blocking, and employed a distributed termination detection.
Our system uses a powerful model checker, which shows that our scheme integrates nicely with state-of-the-art tools. As a result, we were able to experiment with very large circuits, reaching farther steps. For instance, [5] report overflow in step 4 of s5378, while our system reached fixed point at step 44. Figure 4 : Partitioning results measured by two parameters: the redundancy (red) which is the ratio between the overall size of the slices and the original reachable size, and the memory reduction (mem), which is the ratio between the original reachable size and the largest slice in the partition. Note that new may be larger than reachable (at any step), since the joint BDD representation of the current-step new and the previous-step reachable may decrease in size. The peak is the maximal size at any point during a step. In order to mask the effect of garbage collection (gc) scheduling decisions, the peak is measured after every gc invocation. Fixed point is the number of steps/time it takes to get to fixed point. Ov(Ü) means memory overflow at step Ü. The time was measured using an RS6000 machine, consisting of a 225MHz PowerPC processor with 512MB memory. 
